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OREGON TRAIL - BIOGRAPHY
When the four members of Oregon Trail first met in 2012, they were
complete strangers to each other. What could have been just another
student rock band quickly became a safe space for musical experimentation and aesthetical exchange. A rich, balanced ecosystem
where everything could be expressed and dealt with through music.
After releasing a first album in 2015, the band moved to Le Locle, a
rural and gloomy place in the swiss mountains. There, the band
worked hard on creating a unique sound inspired by the depressive
and uncanny, yet harrowing landscape surrounding them. Their
second effort ‘h/aven’ was wrought between the purity of snow and
the fathomless nights, inspired by the loneliness of the town and the
majesty of the forests, compressed by the light and the cold.
No other places could have led to such a cathartic yet uplifting album
where massive and solemn guitars pave the way for C.-A. Bernhard to
scream existential thoughts in the most liberating way.
On ‘h/aven’, he searches for essential guidance, the drive to live –
Something the band also wanted to express musically. Between
heavy parts calling for a stand-off and long drives begging for
contemplation, Oregon Trail went deep down wells and up high
summits to find beauty and relief in the contrasts.
‘h/aven’ grasps at life, it is fuel for desperate souls.
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Artist: Oregon Trail
Album title: h/aven
Homebase: Neuchâtel, Switzerland
Label: Czar Of Bullets
Catalog Nr: TWOGTL 049-CD (CD) / TWOGTL 049‐LP (LP)
Labelcode: LC-15207
Format: CD / LP
Barcode: 7 640153 36846 1 (CD) / 7 640153 36845 4 (LP)
Total Time: 42 min
Release: February 16th 2018
Genre: Post Hardcore
For Fans of: Defeater, La Dispute, Dead Swans,
Have Heart, Breach, Will Haven
Tracklist incl. ISRC:
01. Sun Gone Missing
02. Aimless at Last
03. Everlasting Walks
04. Aven
05. Safety of the Storm
06. Hound’s Will
07. Candles
08. Marble Grounds ~
Discography:
2018 - h/aven
2015 - Century
2014 - Split w/ Sxokondo
Lineup:
Charles-A. Bernhard - Vocals/Guitar
Antoine Dollat - Bass
Jonas Roesti - Guitar
Arnaud Martin - Drums
Oregon Trail on the internet:
oregontrail.ch
facebook.com/oregontrailmusic
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